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In ancient Lemuria free of time and space stood 

a majestic Rose Temple adorned with 

‘Mother’ jewels of shimmering pearl, 

sapphire, emerald, diamond and ruby.   

Cascading iridescent minerals of bronze and 

gold adorned in alchemy created consecrate 

circles or Spheres of Light maintaining a 

sacred balance of divine feminine/divine 

masculine. People worshipped Here under 

Guardianship of High Priests and 

Priestesses, upholding Covenants of Creator, 

in full manifestation of Human Form.   

As people breathed their ‘Sacred Heart Fire’ 

into the sphered space the pungent aroma 

heightened senses in liquid light infusions of 

love, joy and harmony. Beings kissed, 

hugged, embraced and embodied principles 

of peace, purity and paradise as natural birth 

right.  Sacred Sex was performed in full unity 

consciousness, not necessarily as a physical 

act but an Omniwave of love vibrating in 

etheric light bodies swimming in a liquid 

light sea of ecstasy.  

For nothing was hidden in Lemuria!  More a 

communion of inner Divine 

Masculine/Feminine in pulsations and 

infusions of crystalline starlight.   The 

‘Alchemy of Sex’ was a major creative force 

to ignite the Stars to iridescently shimmer 

and shine in full Directorship of Personal 

Power, Sovereignty and Consecration.   

“Peace is Mine Now” was sung and 

chanted, filling the geomancy of space in 

ever spiralling waves of Higher Octave 

Notes, spinning in the central vortex of the 

brain lifting the Vibrational Field higher, 

until everyone was immersed in a resonant 

harmonic Vortex of Bliss.  

All Beings embodied the gift of clairvoyance, 

clairaudience, claircognancy and 

clairsentience.  Telepathic exchange normal 

through Psionic communication as 

12 Strand Avatar DNA is fully activate!   

Tele-porting, fun, playful and mischievous 

and a way to experience many differing time-

lines and dimensions encased in a fully 

spinning, electromagnetic Star Tetrahedron 

resonating at 

a personal 

frequency. 

 

The 

Jungle 

The jungle 

was rich, 

alive, 

abundant 

and tasty with delicious fruits and nectars to 

feast upon.  Tree resins, flora and balms 

provided magical potions to instantly soothe 

and heal.  Animals roamed free as 
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Connectors & Messengers of these 

magical, mystical lands.  Together, a ‘psionic 

connection’ was made through spinning 

thought fields requesting permission to ride 

on their backs, travelling at super-fast 

speeds!  Skilful, lithe, bright, bubbly and in 

full commandership, never needing to fall as 

what would this achieve?           

You knew your strength, love and 

empowerment, as did the animal who 

provided comfort, safety and 

companionship. 

The verdant plants and flora were as tall and 

strong as buildings with full telepathic 

consciousness.  In ‘Great Rains’ they 

doubled as slippery water slides which you 

merrily slid down, perfectly naked and free... 

They moved up and down, spinning left and 

right like great, thrilling amusement park 

rides where you hung off their tentacles 

wrapping themselves around you so you 

could safely free glide.. 

At night, you climbed into a warm, mushy 

Mother Plant with a soft fury lid, caressing 

you into blissful dreams and swaying in the 

wind to gently rock you to sleep. 

This was true notion of ‘Eternal Garden of 

Eden.’  Paradise lost….  But found within 

soulful 

sojourns of 

the night 

where you 

poignantly  

fly of 

freedom 

into rich, 

exotic 

lands.. 

 

Dreams were interactive, multi-sensory 

experiences filled in magnificent adventures 

of flying…. Fairies, butterflies, magical 

castles, unicorns, angels, dragon friends, 

wizards in trees and a whole Host of 

innocent, evocative essences to delight 

receptors and invoke harmonious joy 

between inter-dimensional Worlds...  

Through Dream-Scape you manifested 

into reality your heart delights, simply by the 

Power of loving Intention! An exquisite 

expression of sublime master-ship- creating 

alchemy in full Power & Dominion of 

Creator Incarnate 

As Rite of Passage, you ventured high up in 

the majestic Mountains to the “Magical 

Rainbow Crystal Waterfall” to 

experience purification of water and 

activation of pure plasma Rainbow Light 

washing through to Central Core to recharge 

solar senses bathed by the magnificent 

yellow daffodil sun.  

Technically, individual ‘chakras’ were not 

necessary, rather one column of ‘Rainbow 

Octave Light Filaments’ which hadn’t 

become harnessed or corrupted, or inverted 

spinning backwards;  But a scalar wave-form 

of pure 

love!   

Here you 

spoke to 

Cosmic 

Mother 

Arc and 

Cosmic 

life-force!  

You 

received 
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dispensations, prophetic 

messages and Purity of 

PEACE beyond measure 

by opening your 

Pillar of Light 

to the 100% Organic 

Liquid Living-Light of 

Truth, communion and 

purity...  

You bathed in exquisite 

crystalline frequencies 

incomparable to anything 

that exists today.  Each 

crystal caressed, soothed, 

and slid down your back 

like liquid lava and honey 

delights.  The Waterfall cleansed sexual 

organs and activated receptors in tantric 

orgasmic waves of bliss.   

You became in perfect harmony with both 

inner masculine and feminine.  Sublime, 

delicious, nutritious, healthy. 

If your vibration became lower in any way 

shape or form through streams of negative 

interference wanting a taste of your paradise, 

immediately you ventured (or teleported) to 

the “Rainbow Crystal Waterfall” to restore 

and optimally align you. (See Healing 

Krystal Waters) 

The ‘Rainbow Waterfall,’ is a Fountain of 

Eternal Youth & Beauty for one did not 

age in Lemuria! Timeless, seamless, formless, 

vigorous, lithe, masterful in athletic activities 

and strong feats of endurance to travel large 

distances at Will. 

You returned to the Temple, cleansed, 

restored, rejuvenated, ageless.  And lay on 

beds of Roses with intoxicating aromas of 

apricots, jasmine, honey, fuchsia and 

stunning exotic flowers that 

no longer exist today.   

You were tended to by 

blissful, kind faces whose 

eyes sparkled like diamonds, 

skin luminous and 

transparent revealing crystal 

diamonds in multifaceted 

shapes, like a kaleidoscope 

of colours activating the 

imagination, sweetly lulling 

you to sleep with new 

adventures of morning 

Dawn.   

There were no wars, no 

violence, no misogyny, no 

competition, no insecurities or Divide & 

Conquer, power struggles. All these lower 

frequencies came later from traumatic 

invasions by  ‘Atmospheric Intruders’ who 

created a rip-hole through the infrastructure 

of these sacred lands spreading terrifying 

fear, violence and a panic beyond measure 

into the hearts and minds of our peaceful, 

sacred people. (Breathe)  

A mind-split occurred causing the 

Lemurians to sadly abuse their powers as 

‘Master Psychics’ who inadvertently began 

inverting their ‘talents’ in psychic attack, deceit, 

cunning, manipulation, divisiveness and fearful 

behaviour which was Programmed into their 

Hologram by the Imposters who stole 

Blueprint Maps to this Land and DNA 

infrastructure. (Breathe)  

The “Magical Rainbow Crystal Waterfall”, is 

re-born through necessity to Set the 

Record Straight and heal the etheric 

blueprint of the Body Template, Wiping Clear 

all Trauma & War Codes planted within this 

time line.   

https://www.arcofaurora.com/source-shield-a-plasma-buffer-shield-of-protection/
https://www.arcofaurora.com/source-shield-a-plasma-buffer-shield-of-protection/
https://www.arcofaurora.com/krystal-healing-waters/
https://www.arcofaurora.com/krystal-healing-waters/
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Reclaiming all that was lost and corrupted 

from this cataclysm.  Restoring original, 

organic blueprint of peace, love, balance, 

purity, sister-brothership, Mission, wisdom, 

sovereignty, compassion, confidence, Truth, 

Spiritual Justice & Freedom...  

 

The Sisterhood of the Rose 

The Sisterhood of the Rose, would meet beneath 

the Krystal Healing Waters (as this special 

place became to be known) and signed 

Covenants to uphold ‘Sacred Lore’ and 

administer “love, peace & compassion” 

to Earth and all Her inhabitants in order to 

heal this deep wound.   

This sonic Vibration is encoded within the 

finery Krystal Temple of Heart!  Deep in 

the upper-back Chamber is an 

interdimensional doorway that leads directly 

to LeMUria which is activated by a Field of 

Pure Potentiality and Power (or a Neutron 

Window) which leads you directly to the 

interdimensional Doorway of the “Magical 

Rainbow Waterfall.”   

It has been revealed to me by Mother Arc, a 

major keyholder of The Rose that there is no 

possibility of ‘negative agenda’ interference!                

This sanctity is preserved in multiple etheric 

holographic layers of profound Crystalline 

pure protection.  Thus, stretching into 

multiple dimensions that no one can enter 

unless in sovereignty of pure heart grace.                   

This swirling Higher Octave Resonance 

Vortex is Guarded and Protected by grand 

Sacred Dragons such as one Kwan Yin rides 

upon who I believe is still one of the few   

remaining Living Light, Ascended Masters 

operating in Truth, Sovereignty and Order.  

 

If you are reading this, it is highly 

probable that you too signed these 

covenants of: ”The Sisterhood of the 

Rose?”   

Therefore, this ‘Vibratory Article’ is 

designed as a TransMission to activate 

remembrance codes within you, if you 

choose to receive?    

Simply by being in heart breath and closing 

your eyes for several moments….  You may 

Remember the Essence Balm of Truth 

which can assist you in your Higher Callings, 

Now? 

We salute you within the Krystal Vortex of your Heart 

Blessings Be, Eternally Free…. 

Lovingly, AurorA’h (Sealed in Aurora Clear Light  of 

Rose Dawn)                                                     

 

Thanks to a special ‘Sister of the Rose’ Janice Larys for 

Inner’spiration for Writing this Flame!        

 

 

 

 Painting: Divine Mother, Aurola Ra and all Artwork by 

(AurorA)                                                                                                                                                                   

https://www.arcofaurora.com/krystal-healing-waters/
https://www.arcofaurora.com/glossary-arc/
https://www.arcofaurora.com/glossary-arc/
https://www.arcofaurora.com/shop/quan-yin-crystal-rose-heart/

